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HISTORY

OF MATHEMATICS BEFORE
SEVENTEENTH CENTURY

THE

A. BABYLONIAX AND EGYPTIAN MATHEMATICS AND ASTRONOMY
3100 B.C. TO 1 B.C. [13-261

The period covered by this firstlecture on the historyof mathematicswill
be about 4700 years; forwe shall begin by noting that in one of the great museums at Oxfordis a royal mace [36] of 3100 B.C. on which there is a record
of 120,000 prisoners,of 400,000 captive oxen, and of 1,422,000 captive goats.
These numbers, written in Egyptian hieroglyphs,show that already in this
ancient time not only was the decimal systemof numeration,but also a method
for writingvery large numbers, thoroughlyestablished. It is interestingto
speculate on how many thousand years earlier must have been the beginnings
when great communities,of a millenniumlater, with a highlydeveloped social
order,calling forthe frequentuse of mathematicsof taxation, barter,interest,
and of large numbers,were replaced by small groups of primitivepeople for
whose simple needs such number words as "one," "two," and "heap" would
whollysuffice[4, 19].
Any general primitive notions of this kind probably long antedated the
execution of the recentlydiscovered finestart-workof primitiveman, reputed
to be from25,000 to 50,000 years old [18]. It is a sculptureof a whiterhinoceros
with a swarm of attendant tick-birds,hammeredinto a slab of basaltic rock,
and showing extraordinarypower of form, line, and perspective-elements
intimatelyallied to thingsmathematical.
But therewere otherpeople besides the Egyptians who contributednotably
to early mathematics.I referto the non-SemiticSumerians who lived just north
of the Persian Gulf and south of the Semitic Akkadians, and who for many
centuriespriorto 2500 B.C. were generallypredominantin Babylonia, but were
absorbed into a largerpolitical group by about 2000 B.C. One of the greatestof
the Sumerianinventionswas the adoption of cuneiformscript;notable engineering worksof the Babylonians, by means of which marsheswere drained and the
overflowof riversregulated by canals, went back to Sumerian times, as also a
considerable part of their religion,their law, and their mathematical notation
[13, 17, 19].
An extraordinarynumberof tablets show that the Sumerian merchantof
about 2000 B.C. was familiarwith such thingsas weights and measures, bills,
receipts,notes, and accounts. Long beforecoins were in use (7th centuryB.C.)
it was common custom to pay interestforthe loans of produce, or of a certain
weightof a precious metal. Tablets indicate that the rate of interestvaried from
20 to 30 per cent, the higherrate being charged for produce.
Sumerian or Babylonian arithmeticwas essentially sexagesimal, although
there are influencesof a decimal system. Hence the general numeral mightbe
**
60n-1+ * +a1 60+ao 600+b i601+
writtenin the forman 60n+al
In particular 31, 6, 15 might
+bm..60m or an, an_i, ... ai, ao, b_i, ... b_m.
7
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equal 111975. The symbolforunitywas also the symbolforany one of the numbers 60n where n is a positive or negative integer.Thus 31, 6, 15 might mean
not only 111975, but also 6718500 or 1866 1/4 or 31 1/10 1/240, according as
the 15 is taken as multipliedby 1, 60, or 1/60, or 1/3600. The uncertaintyin
this regard introduces certain difficultiesin interpretingBabylonian mathematical texts. Anotheruncertaintywas introducedthroughthe fact that where
a zero enters may be determinedonly by the context; so that, for example,
11, 7 or 11, , 7 mightstand for39607. But a blank space does not always mean
zero in Old Babylonian tablets. So faras is at presentknown,no special symbol
forzero was used by the Babylonians beforeabout 400 B.C., and this symbol
was used to indicate a zero both in the interiorand at the end of the number.
In the fieldof geometrythe Babylonian of 2000 to 1600 B.C. used the following results in concrete cases, fromwhich we have to inferthat they were
familiarwith the general rules:
1. The area of a rectangleis the product of the lengthsof two adjacent sides.
2. The area of a righttriangleis equal to one-halfthe product of the lengths
of the sides about the rightangle.
3. The sides about correspondingangles of two similarrighttrianglesare proportional.
4. The area of a trapezoid with one side perpendicularto the parallel sides is
one-halfthe product of the lengthof this perpendicularand the sum of the
lengthsof the parallel sides.
5. The perpendicularfromthe vertexof an isosceles triangleon the base bisects
the base. The area of the triangleis the product of the lengths of the altitude and half the base. Indeed the Babylonians may have thoughtof this
result for the area of a triangleother than rightor isosceles, since such a
triangle may be regarded as made up of adjacent or overlapping right
triangles; but there is no known example of this use of the formula.
6. The "Pythagorean" theorem; for example, for triangles with sides correspondingto the numbers3, 4, 5; 5, 12, 13; 8, 15, 17; 20, 21, 29; and many
more; see after no. 11, below.
7. The angle in a semi-circleis a rightangle [55].
8. The length of the diameter of a circle is one-thirdof its circumference
(r=3). The area of a circle is 1/12 of the square of its circumference(correct for r= 3).
9. The volume of a rectangularparallelopiped is the product of the lengthsof
its three dimensions,and the volume of a right prism with a trapezoidal
base is equal to the area of the base multipliedby the altitude of the prism.
10. The volume of a rightcircularcylinderis the area of its base multipliedby
its altitude.
11. The volume of the frustumof a cone, or of a square pyramid,is equal to its
altitude multipliedby one-halfthe sum of the areas of its bases. It has been
conjectured that the Babylonians had also the equivalent of an exact
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formulaforthe volume in the case of a square pyramid,namely
V

=

h

+

_

_

where a and b are the lengths of the sides of the square bases [20]. This
was known to HERON of Alexandria 1700 years later, and reduces to the
extraordinaryformulaapparently known to the Egyptians.
The mostremarkablerecentdiscoveryin connectionwithBabylonian mathematics was that made by Professor NEUGEBAUER, in tablet PLIMPTON 322,
dated -1900 to -1600, at Columbia University,which contains a table of
'Pythagorean" numbers [16 ]. Let I denote the longer,s the shorterside ofa right
triangle,and h its hypotenuse.The values of h and s are given in two columns
with successive entriesdeof our text but the thirdcolumn gives not I but h2/12
creasing almost linearly while there is great variation in the other columns.
He discusses the contents of this tablet at great length and is convincing in
suggestingthat the followingEuclidean relations (Elements,book 10, prob. 28,
lemma) were known more than a thousand years beforePythagoras.
I=2pq,

S

=

p2

-

q2

h =

p2 +

q2,

p and q being relatively prime, and p>q. Also that the followingrelation (if
1=1/q and P= 1/p) was not only known:
h/l = I(pq + qO,
but was the basis, with known tables of reciprocals,for the discovery of the
successive entriesof the tablet. In 13 of the 15 trianglesthe sides are relatively
prime. The lengths of the sides of the largest triangle are:
650 700,

649 909,

1 080 541.

Was EUCLID indebted to Babylonians forhis tenth book lemma? As yet no
cuneiformmathematical tablets date fromthe period 1300 to 300 B.C. so that
the origins of later Babylonian results are mostly unknown.
Numerous problems involving portions of a right triangle cut offby lines
parallel to a side lead to systems of simultaneous equations, even as many as
ten equations in ten unknowns;and also to the solution of quadratic equations.
Moreover the Babylonian of 1800 B.C. evidently knew our formula for the
solutionof a quadratic equation with the positive sign beforethe radical. Many
problems could be cited to prove this [14, 16, 17, 211; let us consider one of
them on a tablet in Strassburgdating fromabout 1800 B.C.

"An area [A] (consistingof) the sum of two squares [X2+y2]

[=1000]."

The side of one square [y] (is)

y [b]

(iS)

16, 40

of the side of the other

square [x], diminishedby 10 [d]. "What are the sides of the squares [x, and y]?"
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Hence
x2 +

y2 =

- -d.

y =-x

A,

If D=x/f, we get a quadratic equation:
(a 2 +

f2)?2

-

2da

=

A

-d2,

the solution being
?

=

[da

,+/3a

2)(A - d2)}]

{d2a2 + (a2 +

Bearing in mind that, in the particularcase, A = 1000, d = 10, a = 40, f= 60,
let us now compare with this the workinggiven in the text, with our numbers
substitutedfor the Babylonian, of which a few samples are given.
"You proceedthus:
Square 10: thisgives [1, 40] 100; subtract
[1, 40] 100 from [16, 40] 1000: this gives

[15, 0]900.

Square [1, 0160: thisgives [1, 0, 0] 3600;
402 is [25, 40] 1600: 3600+1600=5200.
Multiply5200 by 900: thisgives4680000.
Multiply40 by 10: thisgives400.
Square 400: thisgives 160000.
Add 160000to 4680000:thisgives4840000.
The squarerootof thisis 2200.
Add 400 alreadyfound:thisgives2600.
What part of 5200 gives 2600? Answer:
one-half(30 in text).
imultiplied by 60 gives 30 as [side of]
greatersquare.
Multiplyi by 40: thisgives20.
Subtract10 from20 and thisgives 10 as

A

d2 = 900.

-

a2 + 32 = 5200.
(a2 + 32)(A - d2) =

4680000.
ad = 400.
a2d2= 160000.
C12d2+ (C12+ f2)(A - d2) = 4840000.
V{a2d2 + (a2 + 32)(A - d2) } = 2200.
dot+ V{2d2 + (C12+ i82)(A -d2) } 2600.
da + V{a2d2 + (a2 + 32)(A-d2)
2
(A d }
+
a2

,=

[side of] lesser square."

a

+
30
= x = 30.
= ra = 20.

a-d

=

y = 10.

Surely such work "is wonderfulin itself; it is equally extraordinarythat
these developments in arithmeticand algebra should have remained, for the
most of 1800 years at all events, unknown to, or at least without (so far as we
can judge) any traceable effectupon, the Greek pioneers in the same subject"
[22].
Another interestingmethod of solution of quadratic equations may be
noted. On a Louvre tablet of about 300 B.C. are fourproblems [23] concerning
rectangles of unit area but with the sum of adjacent sides varying x+y=a,
xy= 1. The successive steps of the solution are equivalent to substitutionin the
formula
=

[(X-Y)

[2

2-y)]2-

?
[2(X

{[2(X

+

+ y)]22 - y}X
y)]2-

2,

(EUCLID'S

or
Elements, II, 5 and Data, prop. 85).
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In a Yale text of about 1700 B.C. this same method of solution is applied [24]
to the equations x - y =7, xy= 1, 0. By this method also the solution of somewhat more complicated rectangle problems on Strassburg and Louvre tablets,
[25] of about 1800 B.C., would followat once.
Our present knowledge of Babylonian achievements in mathematics is
mainly due to the extraordinarydiscoveries of OTTO NEUGEBAUER, a research
professorand chairman of the History of Mathematics Department of Brown
University.(Dr. SACHS is also a memberof this Department.) He discoverednot
only most of the resultsset forthabove, but also many otherthings;in particular
that the Babylonians discussed problemsinvolvingcubic [26] and biquadratic
equations. A tablet was discovered which gives not only the squares and cubes
of all integersfrom 1 to 30, but also the results for the sum n3+n2 for this
same range. Pure cubic equations with integral solutions could be solved by
means of the table of cubes reversed,and an example of this kind is quoted.
The use of tables of cubes was not previouslysurmised. Another problem, of
about 1800 B.C., seems to call for the solution of simultaneous equations,
xyz+xy=1L, y=ax, z=,x, (a=2/3, I=12), which lead to (Iux)3+(,AXx)2=252.
The solutionof this equation may be foundfromthe n3+n2 table. Two problems
lead to such equations. Anotherproblem,of the same period, seems to lead to
the generalequation ,ux3+(1 -,b)x2-bx+a = 0, being derived fromxyz+xy =a,
z =,x, x+y=b(a=7/6,
b=5/6, Iu=12). But in the tablet it is stated that
xyz+xy
,b3

x y z+1

3

b b

5

,ub

2

7

x
3
whence it is inferredthat-=-)
5 10
b 5

y 2
-=-y
b 5

7
z+1
b =_ 0 *Thus, this general cubic equation is not solved by reductionto the

"normalform,"n3+n2=c, to which,however,NEUGEBAUER believes that the
Babylonians werequite capable of reducingthe generalcubic equation, although
as yet he has no evidence that they actually did do it. In connection with the
table NEUGEBAUER noted also [27] that they may well have known the
n3+n2
equivalent of the relation
= i)2 for various values of n.
j3 = (
Tablets at Yale University [16] containinghundreds of problems,without
solutions, arranged in systematic order,are of great interest. Possibly these
may date from1600 B.C. In several cases of simultaneousequations forsolution
and leading to biquadratic equations, we fihdhere a number of extraordinary
examples of negative numbersin right-handmembers. For instance, solve the
equations

E

xy = 600 and 150(x - y)

-

(x +

y)2 =-1000.

Babylonian astronomicaltexts of the thirdcenturyB.C. [28] make explicituse
of the rules, + X + = - X - = +;
Y.
+ X - clseX
+ =

On a Berlintabletcloselyrelatedto Yale tablets,theequations(also leading
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to a biquadratic equation)

xy = 600 and

{

X2 +

[(x +

y)2

600] + 3y2}

1000,

are especially interestingbecause of the "irregular" numbers in the fractions
1/13 and 1/19. All problems which have so far been found to call for division
by such numbersas 7, 11, and 13, are arrangedin such a way that the divisors
will disappear in the course of the work.
Two other illustrations from the Yale tablets may be cited. A general
cubic equation comes up in the discussionof volumes of frustumsof a pyramid,
as the result of eliminating z from equations of the type, Z(x2+y2)=A, z
= (ay+b), x = c. An equation of the sixth degree (equivalent to a quadratic in
X3) resultsfromthe solution of equations of the formxy b,axx2/y+a2y2/x+a3
0.

A sexagesimal number,n, is regularif its reciprocal,Ft,is a finltesexagesimal
conditionforn
expression,and irregularif it is not. The necessaryand sufficient
to be regularis that n = 2a305y,wherea, 3,'y are each a positive integeror zero.
With the exceptionof a Yale tablet,tables of reciprocalscontainonlyreciprocals
of regular numbers. For an irregularnumber like 7 it might be thought that
such approximationsas 7/48 or 13/90 mightbe found,but this is not the case.
On the unique tablet to whichwe have just referredare such approximationsas
the following:
59=;1,1,1

61=;0

59,0,59

and 78=;0,56,

9,

13,50.

The Babylonian method of findingthe reciprocal of any regular number,
howevercomplicated,is now well known [29]. For such a number c the basic
relationis e=J(1+bd), where a and b are two numberssuch that c=a+b, and
a is a number whose reciprocal may be found in a standard table.
In Babylonian mathematicstables were constantly used, and in particular,
tables of reciprocals,reducingdivision to multiplication,but these tables rarely
go beyond two sexagesimal places (3600). There is, however, a Louvre text of
about 300 B.C. withscoresof largerentriesand includingonelofan n, as a sevenplace number (correspondingto eleven decimal places), leading to in, a seventeen-place number (correspondingto twenty-ninedecimal places). Such tables
were necessary in the Babylonian astronomical calculations [30] of the time.
Thus there was mathematical development to meet astronomical needs.
On another Louvre tablet about the time of ARCHIMEDES,NEUGEBAUER
found two other suggestiveproblems [32]. One states that

1+ 2 +

22 + * * * + 29 = 29 + 29-1.

Is thisanotherway of writing2. 2 - 1 = (210 -1)/(2 -1), indicatingknowledgeof
EUCLID'S, or our own, formulaforthe sum of such a geometricseries?
On the same tablet it is stated that
1.1 + 2.2 + 3.3. +

.

10.10n= (1.1- +f 10A.5

=4S,385
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n
.
I i
Now
if we set
t 1 i2=(lEi+n1)*
i=*3n(n+1)(2n+1),
=in (n + 1), a resultknown to the PYTHAGOREANS. This sum-of-squaresformula
was practically equivalent to one known to ARCHIMEDES. Did contemporary
Babylonians also use it?
Istanbul tablets seem originallyto have had tables of Cn, forn = 1 to 10, for
c=9, c=16, c=100, and c=225. An application for such a table would be in
solviingexponential equations of the type a = b. Such equations arose in work
of the Babylonian, even in the case wherex was not integral,as one may check
by a Louvre tablet of about 1700 B.C. One problemhere is to findhow long it
would take for a certain sum of money to double itself at 20% interest.The
problem is, then, to findx, the number of years, in the equation (1;12)x=2.
1;123<2<1 ;124, hence x>3 but <4. Linear interpolationgives

1;124 -

2

1I;I24-1 ;I23

= 0;12,46,40
p
years;

or 2:33,20 months. That is, x=4 years-2;33,20 months.
Since the finalresult thus found is exactly what is given in the tablet, the
method used in reaching it, may well have been that employed by the Babylonians. Both in the Berlin Museum and in Yale Universityare tablets with
other problems in compound interest.
Babylonian approximationsto the square roots of non-square numbersare of
interest;forexample, 1 5/12 for V'2, and 17/24 for 1/AV2;here, and in finding
V/1700,an approximation formulaequivalent to one employed by HERON of
Alexandria [97] seems to have been used. In finding2,3 as approximation to
V/2a,the use of the equivalent of a DIOPHANTINEequation is suggested. But the
most remarkableapproximationis that found in a Yale tablet of about - 1600
forthe diagonal of the side of a unit square \/ --1; 24, 51, 10 whichis 1.414213
instead of 1.414214. In explainingthe possible derivationof this result NEUGEBAUER & SACHS present a strong case for the Babylonians having followed a
procedure consisting of alternating approximation of /2 by arithmetic and
harmonicmeans of approximationspreviouslyfound [33].
The briefsuggestionswhichwe have given of discussionsof purelynumerical
problems of very varied types, could be greatly magnified,and force upon us
the conclusion that Babylonians during2000 years beforethe Christianera laid
the foundationsof real algebra. Even where the foundationis apparently geometricthe essence is usually stronglyalgebraic, illustratedby the fact that frequently operationsoccur which do not admit of a geometricinterpretation,like
the addition of areas and lengths,or multiplicationof areas. The predominant
problem consists in the determinationof unknownquantities subject to given
conditions.Of course a certain numberof geometricrelationswere well known.
Numerical calculations are everywherecarried out with the greatest facility
and skill.
The criterionfor scientificmathematics must be the existence of the concept of proof. Egyptian mathematicscontains only two (rathertrivial) general
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rules (RHIND papyrus [43, 44], problems 61, 66), and the much more highly
developed Babylonian mathematicsdisplays substantial illustrationsof general
techniques for proving its procedures [34]. But the remarkable mathematical
astronomywhich flourishedduringthe last threecenturiesprecedingthe Christian era, and had as its goal the computation of ephemeridesforthe moon and
planets, was distinctlyscientific[27, 28].
Extension of our knowledge in connection with Babylonian mathematics
and astronomyis likelylong to continue. Let us now consider achievements of
the Egyptians in pure and applied mathematics [35], whererecentresearchhas
contributedlittle that is new.
We have referredto the mace record [36] of 3100 B.C. The erectionof the
greatpyramidat Gizeh about 2900 B.C. musthave involved many mathematical
problems.Here was a huge structurecoveringmorethan 13 acres which,with its
marvelous connectingroadway to the Nile, took 100,000 workmen30 years to
build. Over 2,000,000 blocks of stone, averaging 2' tons in weight,and fitted
together with great exactness were brought from sandstone quarries on the
opposite side of the Nile. For the roofsof chambers graniteblocks 27 feet long
and 4 feetthick,weighing54 tons each, were transportedfromthe quarry more
than 600 milesaway, and placed in theirpositionover 200 feetabove the ground
level [37].
But the problems of mechanics and engineeringinvolved in handling even
the large stone blocks of the great pyramidwere slight as compared with those
dealt with by the Egyptians in quarrying and setting up some of their huge
obelisks of pink granite.The largestexistingobelisk, quarried about 1500 B.C.,
was no less than 105 feetlong, nearly 10 feetsquare at the largerend, and about
430 tons in weight. It was set up in frontof the Temple of the Sun at Thebes

[38].

A certain amount of mathematics was used by the Ancient Egyptians in
connection with their devising of timepieces, namely: (a) the sun-dial or
gnomon; and (b) the clepsydraor water-clock [39]. The same may be said concerningship-buildingand navigation [40 ] and engineeringinvolved in the building of notable aqueducts and tunnels forprovidingwater supplies [41].
Most of our knowledge of Egyptian mathematics is derived from two
mathematical papyri, the one written about 1850 B.C., usually called the
Moscow papyrus [42], containing 25 problems; and the other dating from
about 1650 B.C., commonlycalled the RHIND mathematical papyrus [43, 44],
with 85 problems.All of the 110 problemsare numericaland many of them are
excessivelysimple. Those in the RHIND papyrus are preceded by a table giving
the equivalents in unit fractionsof 2 divided by all odd numbersfrom5 to 101;
forwith the exception of 2 the Egyptian had no notation fora fractionwith a
numeratorother than unity. Two divided by 7 is expressed as the sum of 4
and 1/28; 2 divided by 97 is expressed as the sum of 1/56, 1/679, 1/776. Both
of these results,as well as I expressedas the sum of a and ', are used in a single
problemlater. The table was thereforea referencelist foruse in solvingproblems.
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The Egyptian carried through the multiplicationof two numbers by successive multiplicationof one of the numbersby twos or tens or by 3, or by the
division of the number by twos or tens. A sort of transposition was also a
common operation. For example, if it had been found that 5 of 105 was 21 the
Egyptian mightat once write down 1/21 of 105 is 5. Problems in division are
reduced to those of multiplication.It is ratherextraordinarythat in orderto get
one-thirdof a number,the Egyptian firstfound two-thirdsof the number and
then took one-halfof the result. This is illustratedin more than a dozen problems of the RHIND papyrus.
Nearly a score of 110 problemsare such as we would now solve by algebra
with equations of the firstdegree in one unknown quantity. For example: "A
quantity, its 3, its 2, and its 71,added together,becomes 33. What is the quantity?" The method of solution used is generallythat of trial, or false position,
and in more than one case it is obvious that the idea of proportionwas clearly
understood.
Anotherscore of the problems deal with such questions as the strengthof
bread and of differentkinds of beer, the derivation of beer of great alcoholic
strengthfromtwo others, and the exchange of beer for bread. An example of
this type of problemis the following:"Given that 13 hekat of upper Egyptian
grain is made into 18 des of besha date-substitutebeer, and that 1 des of this
makes 2k des of barley beer, what is the strengthof the barley beer?"
The feed forgeese, cranes, ducks, quails, doves, and also forbulls and common cattle is discussed in other problems. The followingillustrates a rule-ofthree problem: "A sandal maker works for 15 days receiving wages every 5
days. If he does the work in 10 days afterwhat periods should he be paid?" Of
problemsin arithmeticprogressionsthe followingmay be mentioned: "Divide
100 loaves among 5 men in such a way that the share received shall be in arithmetic progressionand that one-seventhof the sum of the largest three shares
shall be equal to the sum of the smallest two." Remember that these are problems of 1650 to 1850 B.C.
Twenty-sixof the 110 problemsare geometric [45], and both volumes and
areas are discussed. The area ofa circleis repeatedlytaken as the square of 8/9 of
the diameter; this leads us to the remarkable value 256/81=3.1605 . . . forwT,
much better than the somewhat earlier Babylonian value 3. The volume of a
rightcircular cylindricgranary is taken as equal to the area of its base multiplied by the numberof units in its height.The most recent discussion seems to
make it clear that the Egyptian knew that in any triangleits area is equal to
one-halfthe product of its base and altitude [45]. The cotangentsof the angles
which the faces of pyramidsmake with their bases are discussed. A numerical
fact that the Egyptian knew our
problem appears to prove the extraor-dinary
formulaforthe volume of a frustumof a square pyramid V = (h/3)(a2+ab+b2),
wherea and b are the lengthsof the sides of the square bases and h is the number
of height units of the frustum.The editor of the Moscow papyrus, which was
firstcompletelypublished in 1930 [42], believed that yet anotherproblemgave
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the correctresultforthe area of a hemisphere,ifwe take the value ofir to which
referencewas just made. But the late Professor PEET, a prominentEnglish
Egyptologist,argued that therewas no properground forthis conclusion,since
the correcttranslationled to somethingquite different[45 ].
There is no document to prove that the Egyptian knew even a, particular
case of the PYTHAGOREANtheorem [43].
Our main sources of informationconcerningEgyptian mathematicsconsist
of two papyri of much the same type, but all additional fragmentswhich we
possess match the same picture,which is paralleled by economic documents in
which occur preciselythose problemsand methodswhich we findin the mathematical papyri. Furthermore,the Egyptian mathematical texts findtheircontinuation in Greek papyri (on to the eighth centuryof our era), which again
show the same pattern. It is thereforesafe to say that Egyptian mathematics
never rose above a very primitivelevel, and did not provide the most essential
tools for astronomical computation of real importance [30].
Thus we conclude our considerationof the mathematicsof the Babylonians
and Egyptians in our firstperiod. Before 600 B.C. there was no other mathematics than theirs worth considering.
B. GREEK MATHEMATICS 600 B.C. TO 600 A.D. [46-51]

Greek history began with the second millennium B.C. but in connection
with the historyof mathematics,of sculpture,of architecture,of art, of philosophy,of literature,of thought,the semi-millennium
commencingabout 600 B.C.
is of the greatest importance.The Greeks were not confinedto the Greek peninsula, as in modern times. They occupied Macedonia and Thrace, the islands
of the Aegean, the northernand westernseaboards ofAsia Minor,SouthernItaly
and Sicily. Scattered settlementswerealso to be foundas farapart as the mouth
of the Rhone, the northof Africa,and the easternend ofthe Black Sea. Such was
the location of the people who were presentlyto set such marvelous everlasting
beacon lights of Freedom, Truth, Reason, Beauty, Excellence, Fellowship between man and man, which were to inspire, guide, and sustain through the
millenniumsto follow.
What were the special aptitudes which the Greeks possessed for science?
An answer by SIR THOMASHEATH [48], long a leading authority on Greek
mathematics,is given. But into this quotation two correctinginterpolationsare
introduced.
'They had, first,a love of knowledgeforits own sake, amounting,as Butcher
says, to an instinctand a passion; secondly, a love of truth and a determination to see things as they are; thirdly,a remarkable capacity for accurate observation." [In "capacity foraccurate observation" thereseems to be no difference between Greek and other cultures. The representationof animals by
Egyptians and Assyrians did not find their equal in Greece; because of their
exactness they are constantlyused by zoologists as source material. The astronomical observations of the Babylonians are certainly not of less importance
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than those of the Greeks,and also the fundamentalinstrumentssuch as gnomon,
sundial, water-clock. Ancient Egyptian anatomy was of the highest order.]
"Fourthly,whileeagerlyassimilatinginformationfromall quarters,fromEgypt
and Babylon in particular,they had an unerringinstinctfor taking what was
worth having and rejecting the rest. As one writerhas said, 'it remains their
everlastingglorythat they discovered and made use of the serious scientificelements in the confused and complex mass of exact observations and superstitious ideas which constitutesthe priestlywisdom of the East, and threwall
the fantastic rubbish on one side."' ["Rejecting the rest" and "Superstitious
ideas ... rubbishon one side." These stand in contradictionto many historical
facts. All formsof orientalculturefoundan entryinto Greece (see, forexamiple,
R. REITZENSTEIN, Die hellenistischen
Mysterienreligionen
nach ihren Grundgedanken und Wirkungen,thirded., Leipzig, 1927.) Astrologyin its absurd forms
was firsta product of Hellenism.I "Fifthly,they possessed a speculative genius
unrivaled in the world's history.
"It was this unique combinationof giftswhich qualified the Greeks to lead
the world in all the intellectual pursuits that make life worth living.
"Last, but not less important,the Greeks possessed the advantage over the
Egyptians and Babylonians of having no priesthood which could monopolise
learningas a preserveof its own, with the inevitable result of sterilisingit by
keepingit bound up with religiousdogmas and prescribedand narrowroutine."
Some of these attributes were possibly more in evidence in their great
achievements in the fields of medicine, biology, and natural science, than in
those of mathematics and astronomy,which now concern us for a few moments. Since hours would be necessary for any adequate descriptionof their
wonderfulachievements in these fields,we must confineourselves largely to
referencesto a fewnames and results.
Greek theoretical geometry and astronomy began with Thales [51] of
Miletus, on the West coast of Asia Minor, in the firsthalf of the sixth century
B.C. No wonderhe was declared one of the Seven Wise Men since, apart from
being a mathematician and astronomer,he was also a statesman, engineer,
man of business,and philosopher.To THALES later traditionattributesthe following results in elementarygeometry,all of them in EUCLID'S Elements:
1. A circleis bisected by any diameter (I, def. 17);
2. The angles at the base of an isosceles triangle are equal (I, 5);
3. If two straightlines cut one another, the verticallyopposite angles are respectivelyequal (I, 15);
4. If two triangleshave two angles and one side in each respectivelyequal the
trianglesare equal in all respects (I, 26);
5. The angle in a semi-circleis a rightangle (which we have seen, was already
recognized by the Babylonians [55] some 1400 years earlier; III, 31).
Of practical problemshe showed how to determinethe distance of a ship from
the shore and found the heightof a pyramid by means of the shadows cast on
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the ground at the same momentby the pyramidand a stick; that momentwas
chosen when the length of the stick and its shadow were equal. There is no
evidence that Thales predicteda solar eclipse which took place in 585 B.C. (See
A. PANNEKOEK, 'The originof the Saros," K. Akad. van Wetens., Amsterdam,
Proc.,1918,v.20, p. 955.) It may be ofinterestto remarkthatTHALEs was the first
knownindividual withwhom definitemathematicaldiscoverieswere associated.
About half a centuryafter THALES came PYTHAGORAS [52]. Under his inspirationgeometrywas firstpursued as a study forits own sake. A man of great
abilityand a mostinterestingand magneticmystic,he finallysettledat Crotona
on the southeasterncoast of Italy. Here among the young men of well-to-do
familieshe established a secret society or brotherhoodmost of whose mathematical discoverieswere pooled. Accordingto HEATH [22 ], it is to the PYTHAGOREANS, that is about 500-350 B.C., that the followinggeometricresults are
due:
1. The propertiesof parallels and their application to prove that the sum
of the angles of a triangleis equal to two rightangles. From this were deduced the familiarresultsconcerningthe sums of (a) exteriorand (b) interiorangles of a polygon.
2. The transformation
of areas of rectilinearfigures,and the sums and differences of such areas, into equivalent areas of different
shapes. To this end
they invented the powerful method of application of areas, the main
constituent of the geometric algebra by which they effectedthe geometric equivalent of addition, subtraction, division, extraction of the
square root, and the complete solution of the general quadratic equation
x2+ px + q=0, so far as it has real roots.
At a considerablylater day APOLLONIUS of Perga named the conic sections,
parabola, ellipse, and hyperbola,because he had shown that these curves were
respectivelydefinedby the application of an area, the application of an area
fallingshort,the application of an area exceeding; that is,
y2 =px

y2 = pX-

px2,

d

and

y2 = pX +

d

x2.

had a theory of proportionprettyfullydeveloped,
3. The PYTHAGOREANS
though it was only applicable to commensurablemagnitudes,being presumably a numericaltheory.They knew propertiesofsimilarfiguressuch
as similarrectilinearfiguresbeing in the duplicate ratio of corresponding
sides.
4. They had discovered,or were aware of the existence of, at least three of
the regularsolids-the tetrahedron,cube, and dodecahedron.
5. They discovered the existence of the incommensurablein at least one
case, that of the diagonal of a square in relation to its side, and they
devised a method of obtaining closer and closer approximationsto the
value of V/2 in the form of numerical fractions,x/y whose elements
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are the successive solutionsof the indeterminateequations x2- 2y2= + 1;
; x=3, 7, 17, 41, . . ].
[y=2, 5,12, 29, .
Arithmeticin the sense of the theoryof numbersbegan in discussions connected withproblemsof the PYTHAGOREANS. With the Greeks,Arithmeticdealing with absolute numbers,or numbersin the abstract, was distinguishedfrom
Logistic [50], the science dealing with ordinary arithmetical operations, and
certainproblemsof elementaryalgebra.
Two numbersare called amicable or friendlyif each equals the sum of the
aliquot divisors of the other. PYTHAGORAS gave the firstpair 220, 284 [56].
The second and thirdpairs were given in the seventeenthcenturyby FERMAT
and DESCARTES respectively,and the next 61 pairs were obtained by Euler in
the eighteenthcentury.PYTHAGOREANS discussed also various formsof figured
numbers-triangular, square, pentagonal, etc.,the number of dots in a figure
+n=1n(n+1)
is any tricorrespondingto the number. Thus 1+2+3+
+ (2n-1) = n2is any square number and
angular number; 1 +3 +5 +7+
]2,
so on. To themis also attributedthe formulam2+ [4(m2_ 1) ]2 =[(m2+1)
wherem was any odd number. But theirmost wonderfuldiscoveryabout numbers was in showingthe dependence of musical intervalsupon numericalratios.
lengthsof strings
They found that forstringsof the same tension,the different
would be in the ratio of 2 to 1 forthe octave, 3 to 2 forthe fifth,and 4 to 3 for
the fourth.They went on to forma diatonic scale and thus initiated a study
whichwas to be extensivelyelaborated by laterGreeks [57]. The PYTHAGOREANS
showed interest in astronomy, associating musical notes with the heavenly
bodies (the highestwiththe fixedstars, the next highestwithSaturn, the lowest
with the Moon) and also various numbers [58]. The planets were thought as
moving in independent circles. There is no ground for thinkingthat they regarded the earth as spherical [59].
Thus geometry, arithmetic, music, and astronomy came to be grouped
togetherby the PYTHAGOREANS as fundamentalliberal arts for study and to
formwhat was, in the middle ages, called the quadrivium.The word "mathematics" is derived from a Greek word ,IA&0r,qameaning simply a "subject of
instruction"; but by the time of ARISTOTLE [60] (-340) the term was definitelyrestrictedto subjects of the quadrivium.
PLATO [61, 62] regardedmathematicsin its fourbranches,arithmetic,geometry,stereometry,and astronomy,as the firstessential in the trainingof philosophers and of those who should rule his ideal State; "let no one destitute of
geometryenter my doors," said the inscriptionover the door of his school near
Athens. He emphasized that mathematics is of value for the trainingof the
mind, and that by comparison, its practical value is of no account. It is not
known that PLATO made any mathematical discovery. THEAETETUS, pupil of
SOCRATES and friendof PLATO, one of whose dialogues, Theaetetus, is a commemorative tribute, advanced the theory of irrationals and was probably
the firstto constructall fiveof the regularsolids [62] theoretically,and to in*

*

*
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vestigatefullytheirrelationsto one another,and to the circumscribedsphereas
elaborated in EUCLID'S Elements,XIII; indeed THEAETETUS was the discoverer
of the octahedron and icosahedron. In the fifthcentury B.C. flourishedZENO
of Elea [63] who also does not seem to have been a mathematician, yet his
paradoxes of motion had a profoundinfluenceon the course which geometry
thereaftertook.
The PYTHAGOREANdifficulties
in connectionwith geometricproportionand
incommensurableswere completelysolved in the fourthcenturyB.C. by a pupil
of ARCHYTAS and PLATO named EUDOXUS [64 ], born at Cnidos on the west
coast of Asia Minor. He was an originalgenius second only to ARCHIMEDES. His
masterlysetting forthof incommensurables,as in the fifthbook of EUCLID'S
Elements,is practically identical with the modern formulationof DEDEKIND.
EUDOXUS discovered also the so-called "method of exhaustion" by means of
which he gave the firstrigorousproofof the results for the volume of a cone,
and of a pyramid,and probably showed that: (1) the areas of two circlesare to
one another as the squares of their diameters; and (2) the volumes of spheres
are to one another as the cubes of the lengthsof theirrespective diameters.
It seems certainthat MENAECHMUS, a pupil of EUDOXUS, was the discoverer
of the conic sections-parabola, ellipse, hyperbola, which were originally
thoughtof as sectionsperpendicularto generatorsof right-angled,acute-angled,
and obtuse-angled cones; see NETUGEBAUER, 1948, [86]. He showed that by
means of the intersectionof two parabolas, or of a parabola and a rectangular
hyperbolaso obtained, we could findtwo mean proportionalsbetween two lines
of lengthsa and b. This implies the recognitionof a geometric relation, in the
case of the parabola, equivalent to our ordinaryCartesian equation, and of a
similarrelationfora rectangularhyperbola referredto its asymptotes,as axes.
This discovery of MENAECHMUS was of particular interestbecause it gave
a new solution of the problem of the duplication of the cube, one of the three
famous problems which had been formulatedin the fifthcentury B.C. These
problemsare [65-69].
(a) To finda line which shall be the edge of a cube whose volume is double
that of a given cube, the problem of the duplication of the cube.
(b) To trisectany given angle.
(c) To finda line which shall be the side of a square whose area shall be
exactly equal to that of a given circle, the problem of squaring the
circle [67].
All of these problems were solved by the Greeks within a century,but more
than 22 centurieswere to pass beforeit was finallyproved that no one of them
could be solved with ruler and compasses alone. As early as the fifthcentury
B.C., by means of a curve called the quadratrix [69], the problem of the trisection of an angle was solved by HIPPIAS of Elis, and HIPPOCRATES of Chios
had shown that the problemof duplicatingthe cube could be reduced to that of
findingtwo mean proportionalsbetween such lengthsas a and 2a. Such mean
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a friendof PLATO,
proportionalswere found by ARCHYTAS,a PYTHAGOREAN,
a statesman and philosopher,in a marvellousconstructionby means of the intersectionof a rightcone, a cylinder,and an anchor ring with inner diameter
zero. DINOSTRATUS, a brotherof MENAECHMUS, showed that the quadratrix
of HIPPIAS could also be used to solve the problem of squaring the circle. In
the thirdcenturythis problem was also solved, in effect,by a spiral invented
by ARCHIMEDES [69]. In the third century a quartic curve, the conchoid of
NICOMEDES [69], was used to solve the problems of trisectingan angle, and
duplicating a cube, and the cissoid of DioCLES [69], a cubic curve, was also
employed forsolving the latter problem.
We come now to the considerationof the golden period of Greek mathematics and of the greatest mathematical school of ancient times. This was at
endowed universityof Alexandriawhichhad been foundedby
the magnificently
ALEXANDER the Great in 332 B.C. [70]. The universitywas opened about 300
B.C. and withinthe first40 years of its existence over 600,000 rolls had been
collected in its great library. EUCLID [71] was a professorof mathematics in
the university.Practically nothingis known about his life except that he was
the author of at least ten treatises [72] of which approximatelycomplete texts
of five are available. These include three on applied mathematics,namely on
phaenomena [75 ], on optics [76], and on music [77]. But by farthe mostfamous
one is his treatise, in 13 books, called the Elements [73, 74]. More than a
thousand editions have appeared since the firstone printed in 1482, and for
1800 years beforethat, manuscriptcopies dominated all teaching of geometry.
Though a large portionof the subject matter had been investigatedby predecessors the whole arrangementwas due to the great genius of EUCLID who
supplied innumerabledetails. It is quite impossible to give in a few sentences
any adequate idea of the contents of the 465 propositionsin this monumental
work. Practicallyall of the geometricmaterialof Americanschool textsin plane
and solid geometryis containedin parts of six of the books (1, 3, 4, 6, 11 and 12)
ofthe Elements. Most books are prefacedby definitions,
but beforethe firstbook
are certain postulates the fifthof which is the famous one which differentiates
Euclidean from noneuclidean geometry [78]. The statement is as follows:
"Let it be postulated that,ifa straightline fallingon two straightlines make the
interiorangles on the same side less than two rightangles, the two straightlines
if produced indefinitely,
meet on that side on whichare the angles less than two
rightangles."
In Book II of the Elements are a numberof propositionsgiving geometric
proofsof algebraic identities,such as (a+b)2=ac2+2ab+b2, and in Books II and
VI are the propositionsgiving,among many otherthings,geometricsolutionsof
quadratic equations [98], which were treated algebraicallyby the Babylonians.
In Book V is expounded the remarkable EUDOXUS theoryof proportion,alike
applicable to incommensurableand commensurablemagnitudesof every kind.
There are many masterly Euclidean developments. Book VI applies to plane
geometrythe general theoryof proportionset out in Book V. The 102 proposiThis content downloaded from 146.186.253.206 on Mon, 21 Sep 2015 13:01:18 UTC
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tions in Books VII, VIII, IX deal with questions in the theory of numbers.
Special referencemay be made to threepropositionsin Book IX. It is elegantly
proved in the 20th that there are an infinitenumberof prime numbers; in the
35th thereis a beautifulgeometricderivationof what is practicallyequivalent to
our algebraic formulaforthe sum of the firstn termsof a geometricprogression;
and in the 36th it is proved that if Sn,=2n-1 is prime,then P = 2f-'Sn is a perfect number [79], that is, a number which is equal to the sum of its divisors
smallerthan itself.The firstfourperfectnumbersare 6, 28, 496, and 8128; only
12 perfectnumbersare known, and they are all of the EUCLIDEAN type.
Book X contains 115 propositionson incommensurables,and is perhaps the
most remarkable and most finishedof all the books of the Elements. Books
XI, XII, XIII deal with geometryof threedimensions.In propositions16 and
17 of the last book all the details are carried out forthe actual constructionof
an icosahedron,and of a dodecahedron,inscribedin a sphere.
The logical formof the presentationof the propositionsin the Elements is
especially notable. There is firstof all the enunciation of the proposition; secondly, the statementof the precise data; thirdly,the statementof what we are
required to do with referenceto the precise data mentioned;fourthly,the construction,the addition when necessary of more lines to the figure;fifthly,the
proof; and sixthly,the conclusion,stating what has actually been done, which
generallyfollowsthe wordingof the originalenunciation.
In the period between EUCLID

and ARCHIMEDES

came ARISTARCHUS

of

Samos [58], whose great achievement lies in the fact that he was the firstto
assert that the earth and the otherplanets (Venus, Mercury,Mars, Jupiter,and
Saturn) revolved about the sun, thus anticipating COPERNICUS by seventeen
centuries.
ARCHIMEDES [80-82] was born at Syracuse, in Sicily, about 287 B.C. and
was killed in the sack of that city by the Romans in 212. He studied with successors of EUCLID at Alexandria and it was probably in Egypt that he invented
the water screw, known by his name, for drawing water to irrigatefields. On
returningto Syracuse he devoted his time whollyto mathematicalresearch.Up
to the timeof NEWTON at least he was the greatestmathematicalgenius that the
worldhad seen. The followingsummaryofhis workis mainlydue to HEATH [22 ].
In geometryhis works consisted chieflyof original researches in the quadratureof plane curvilinearfiguresand in the quadrature of curved surfacesand
the cubature of solids bounded by such surfaces. By methods equivalent to
integration[82], ARCHIMEDES found the area of a parabolic segment,the area
of a spiral, the surfaceand volume of a sphere and a segmentof a sphere, and
the volumes of any segmentsof the solids of revolutionof the second degree.
In arithmetiche calculated approximations to the value of ir and in the
course of these calculations showed that he could findapproximate values for
the square roots of large or small non-square numbers; he found 31 > r> 3-44,
* * *, the mean of which is
and also, apparently, 3.141697 . . . >w>3.141495
3.141596. ARCHIMEDES also invented a system of arithmeticnomenclatureby
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which he could express in language enormouslylarge numbers,in fact all numbers up to that which we would write as 1 followedby 80,000 million million
ciphers.
In mechanicshe laid down certainpostulates and, on the basis of these postulates, establishedcertainfundamentaltheoremson magnitudesbalancing about
a point and on centersof gravity [82], going so faras to findthe centerof gravity of any segmentof a parabola, a semi-circle,a cone, a hemisphere,a segment
of a sphere,and a rightsegmentof a paraboloid of revolution.As we learn from
his Method [81], discovered as recentlyas 1906, ARCHIMEDES made most ingenious use of mechanicsas an aid forsuggestingprobable resultsin geometry;
the firsttheoremwhichhe foundin this way was in connectionwith the quadrature of the parabola.
He invented the whole science of hydrostatics,which he carried so far as to
give a complete investigationof the positions of rest and stability of a right
segmentof a paraboloid of revolutionfloatingin a fluidwith the base eitherupwards or downwards,but so that the base is entirelyabove or entirelybelow the
surfaceof the fluid.HEATH then sums up as follows:
"The treatises themselvesare, without exception, models of mathematical
exposition;the gradual unfoldingof the plan of attack, the masterlyorderingof
the propositions,the sterneliminationof everythingnot immediatelyrelevant,
the perfectfinishof the whole, combine to produce a deep impression,almost a
feelingof awe in the mind of the reader."
In accordance with the desireof ARCHIMEDES the figureof a sphereinscribed
in a cylinderwas engraved on his tomb since he seemed to regard the discovery
that the volume of the spherewas two-thirdsthat of the circumscribedcylinder
as his greatestachievement. CICERO foundthe tomb with this inscription.
Other results due to ARCHIMEDES were the following: (a) our familiarformula forthe area of a trianglein termsof its sides; (b) the constructionof 14
inscribablesemi-regularpolyhedra [83]; (c) the solution of a three-termcubic
equation, the termof the firstdegreelacking [80], by means of the intersection
of a parabola and a rectangularhyperbola; this occurs in his workon the sphere
and cylinder.
The tradition that ARCHIMEDES destroyed Roman ships, by concentrating
sun's rays by means of a series of mirrors,was proved by experimentto be entirelyfeasible [84]. And ftnally,ARCHIMEDES was much occupied with astronomy and wrote a book on the constructionof a sphere so as to imitate the motion in the heavens of the sun, the moon, and the five planets. When CICERO
was quaestor in Sicily in 75 B.C., he actually saw the contrivanceand gives a
descriptionof it.
AlmostcontemporarywithARCHIMEDES was his friendERATOSTHENES, who
taught in Alexandria and was librarianat the University.To him ARCHIMEDES
dedicated his treatise on Method. The most famous scientificachievement of
ERATOSTHENES was his apparently very accurate determinationof the polar
circumferenceof the earth. This was done by observingthat when the sun was
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in the zenith at Syene, it was exactly 7? 12' south of the zenith at Alexandria,
known to be 5000 stadia distant. Accordingto a recent interpretation[85], an
ERATOSTHENES' device, called a sieve, fordeterminingprimenumbers,is of considerable interest.
The thirdgreat name in connectionwith the AlexandrianSchool was APOLLOIUS of Perga [86] who was about 25 years youngerthan ARCHIMEDES. He
was called by his contemporariesthe 'Great Geometer,"because of his extraordinary treatise on Conics, and he was also mentionedas a famous astronomer.
He studied at Alexandria.Only seven of the eightbooks of his Conics have been
preserved.The firstthreeseem to correspondto a treatisewhich EUCLID wrote,
but books V, VI, VII contain the discoveries which APOLLONIUS himselfhad
made. To him are due the termsparabola, ellipse, hyperbola,forreasons which
we have already explained,and his lines of referenceare any diameterand a tangent at its extremity,the cases of these when at rightangles being considered
only as special cases. Book V treats of various questions concerningnormals to
conics, and from certain propositionswe can readily deduce the CARTESIAN
equations to the evolutes ofthe threeconics. Book VII deals mainlywithvarious
resultsin connectionwith conjugate diameters. There are nearly 400 propositions. The suggestionsthat I have given are sufficientto indicate that in this
workof APOLLONIUSthereis far morethan is contained in any of our American
textbookson analytical geometry,so far as conic sections are concerned. Foci
of focal radii of
of centralconics are constructed,and that the sum or difference
points of such curves is constant,is proved. There is no referenceto the focus
of the parabola. It seems likely that the focus-directrixpropertyof all three
conics was given in EUCLID'S Conics, or well known in his time, although it is
not explicitlymentionedbeforePAPPUS,hundredsof years later [86a].
Among a numberof otherworksof APOLLONIUSwe shall referto only three.
In his Plane Loci the followingfamiliarresultswere given: (a) If A, B be fixed
points,P any otherpoint in the plane, and AP and BP are in a given ratio, the
locus of P is a straightline or a circle (circle locus given earlier by ARISTOTLE)
accordingas the given ratio is or is not one of equality; (b) If A, B, C, * - * be
any constants, the locus of point P,
any number of fixed points and a, f, 'y, *
=a constant,is a circle.
such that a.AP2+-A BP2+ *C2+ .
The second work,on Contacts or Tangencies, has not come down to us, but
its principalproblemis to describe a circle tangentto threegiven circles,which
is usually known as the problem of APOLLONIUS. Many celebrated mathematicians, such as VIETA, EULER and NEWTON, have worked on this problem,and
what is knownof the workas a whole has made it the basis of numerousrestorations and discussions [87]. The analogous formfor spheres was treated syntheticallyby FERMAT. From the Plane Loci, and the account of Tangencies by
PAPPUS, it has been deduced that APOLLONIUS made the followingresult, in
effect,the basis of his solutionof the generaltangenciesproblem:The six centers
of similitudeof threecoplanar circleslie by threeson fourstraightlines [88].
The thirdwork,on Vergings,is also lost, but some of its problemsand soluThis content downloaded from 146.186.253.206 on Mon, 21 Sep 2015 13:01:18 UTC
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tions have been preserved.One of these problemsis: Between the side of a given
rhombus and its adjacent side produced, insert a straightline of given length
and vergingto the opposite corner.HUYGENS gave many solutionsand NEWTON
used the particularcase of a square in illustrationof discussion [89]. The work
of APOLLONIUS in Astronomywas also of importance [89].
We have already seen the marvellous development of geometry by the
Greeks fromthe beginningup to difficultproblemsof the integralcalculus, and
all of this withinthe shortspace of 350 years.
Possiblycontemporarywithscientificactivityamong the Greeksofthe fourth
and fifthcenturiesB.C. are two notable Babylonian astronomers [90], NABUwho had at their disposal an extraordinary
RIANU and CIDENAS or KIDINNU,
number of Babylonian observations of eclipses for more than three centuries.
The next name of mathematicalinterestamong the Greeks is that of theirmost
eminentastronomer,HIPPARCHUS [91], who flourishedabout 140 B.C. From the
great mass of data available fromabout 750 B.C., it was almost inevitable that
he should be the firstto note the precessionof the equinoxes [92 ]; but it was not
till the timeof NEWTON that the explanation of this precessionmade it a matter
of real importance. In masterly fashion HIPPARCHUS improved on ARISTARCHUS'S calculations of the sizes and distances of the sun and moon, and developed a systematictheorywith regardto them. He also compiled a catalogue
of 850 stars [93 ], stating theirplaces and apparent sizes. Trigonometryas a science seems to have begun withhim,and also the introductioninto Greece of the
division of the circle [94] into 3600.
About two centuriesafter HIPPARCHUS we come to HERON [95] of Alexandria whose date, untilcomparativelyrecently,has been a matterof uncertainty,
even to the extent of 400 years [961. He was an almost encyclopedic writeron
mathematical and physical subjects, and aimed at practical utilityratherthan
theoreticalcompleteness. In his Pneumatica are many mechanical devices such
as a siphon, a fireengine,a device wherebytemple doors are opened by fireon
an altar, an altar organ blown by the agency of hand labor or by a windmilt,
and a jet of steam supportinga sphere [314].
He gave an elegant geometricproofof the formulaforthe area of a triangle
in terms of the sides, now attributed to ARCHIMEDES. His method of approximatingto the square root of non-squarenumbers [97] seems to have been used
by early Babylonians. His formulafor the volume of the frustumof a square
pyramidcan be readilyreduced to the one used 2000 years earlierin the Moscow
papyrus [42 ].
Quadratic equations are solved in a manner very similar to that of the
Babylonians 1900 years before [98]. HERON showed how he obtained the cube
root of a non-cube number, 100. He found also the volume of the five regular
solids, and of an anchor ring (as given by DIONYSODORUS, a contemporaryof
APOLLONIUS Of Perga). His workson surveying,and the Dioptra are of interest,
and it is by means of the latter that his date has been narroweddown.
Modern research seems to indicate that DIOPHANTUS [99] of Alexandria,
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one of the great mathematiciansof Greek civilization,should be assigned to the
firstcenturyof our era [100], ratherthan to the thirdcentury.He was the first
to make systematicuse of symbolsin algebraic work,a sign forunknown,a sign
for minus, and signs for the various powers, that is, square, cube, and so on.
Of his great work called Arithmeticonly 6 of its thirteenbooks survive and
they are mostlytaken up with problemsin indeterminateanalysis of the second
degree. Hence the term Diophantine Analysis [101]. The answers are always
in positive rational numbers. The collection is extraordinarilyvaried and the
devices resorted to are highly ingenious. In Book V, 9, 11, not only does he
findparticularsolutionsof x2-26y2 =1 and x2-30y2 =1, but also shows (VI, 105,
lemma) that they have an infinitenumberof solutions. DIOPHANTUS may have
discussed the equation x2-Ay2=1 more fully in the part of the Arithmetic
which has been lost. See later under BHASKARA. It has been surmisedthat the
last seven books of the Arithmeticmay have been filledwith material between
the most difficultof DIOPHANTUS' problems and the famous cattle problem of
ARCHIMEDES.

A possible contemporaryof HERON was MENELAUS of Alexandria [102], who
wrote a variety of treatisesamong which his Sphaerica [103 ] contained forthe
firsttime the conceptionand definitionof a sphericaltriangle;here also are the
MENELAUS theorem for the sphere, and deductions from it, furnishingthe
equivalent of formulaein spherical trigonometry.
Much of our knowledgeof the achievementsof HIPPARCHUS is derived from
a workof CLAUDIUS PTOLEMY [104] of Alexandria,who flourishedin the second
centuryof our era. This great work,of extraordinarycompactnessand elegance,
was called the Almagest,which overshadowed all previous works of the kind.
In the trigonometry
of the early part is derived a table of chords equivalent to
a table of sin A foreach 15' of the quadrant, the values being expressedin parts,
minutesand seconds.
In the firstbook of the Almagestis PTOLEMY'S theoremregardinga quadrilateral inscribed in a circle, and fromthis sin2A+cos2 A = 1, and the wellknown formulaeforsin (A ?B) and cos (A ?B), among others,are readily derived [105]. In the fourthbook occurs a solution of the so-called "Problem of
SNELL" (1617), or of POTHENOT 1692 (publ. 1730): to determine the point
fromwhich pairs of threegiven points are seen undergiven angles [105].
In this same workresultsof much of PTOLEMY'S observational workare contained in his catalogue of 1028 stars, with the latitude and longitude of each
[106]. But his outstanding achievement was to develop a lunar theoryand a
planetary theory,close to KEPLER'S, with planetary movements in eccentric
orbits almost elliptical.
PTOLEMY used various projections including stereographic.The essentials
of his argumentin an attemptedproofof EUCLID'S parallel postulate have been
preserved. It is recorded that he wrote also a work on dimensionin which he
attemptedto prove that the possible numberof dimensionsis only three.
PTOLEMY wrote also a remarkablegeographical treatise with maps, various
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later printed editions of which are treasured by libraries [106a]. His work on
Optics is especially interestingbecause it contains the firstattempt at a theory
of refraction[106b]. He also wrote a notable treatise on music [106c].
And finallywe come to PAPPUS [107] of Alexandria who lived at the end of
the third century. His great work, entitled Mathematical Collection, [108]
covers the wholerange of Greek geometryand was intended "to be read withthe
originalworks (where extant) ratherthan independently.Where, however,the
historyof a subject is given,e.g., that of the duplicationof the cube, or the finding of the two mean proportionals,the solutionsthemselvesare reproduced,presumably because they were not readily accessible but had to be collected from
scattered sources. Even when some accessible classic is being described,the opportunityis taken to give alternative methods or to make improvementsin
proofs,extensionsand so on. Without pretendingto great originality,the whole
work shows, on the part of the author, a complete grasp over the subjects
treated,independenceof judgment,and masteryof technique; the style is concise and clear; in short PAPPUS stands out as an accomplished and versatile
mathematician and a worthy representative of the classical Greek geometry" [22]. Among the originalcontributionsof PAPPUS are-(a) a generalization of the "Pythagorean" theoremto any trianglewith certain parallelograms
on its sides; (b) generalizationof the four-linelocus to five-or six- or n-lineloci
[86 ]; (c) proofof the invarianceof the cross-ratioundera projectivetransformation; and (d) a resultoftenattributedto GULDIN [109], a Swiss mathematician
of the seventeenthcentury:The volume of a solid of revolutionis equal to the
area of the generatingfigure,multipliedby the circumferencedescribed by the
centerof gravityof the figure.PAPPUS was also the firstto give resultspossibly
known earlier: (e) the constructionof a conic throughfivepoints [86]; and (f)
propertyof the three conics [86a].
the presentationof the focus-directrix
The fifthbook is mainly devoted to the subject of isoperimetry.There is a
very interestingpassage concerningbees, theirorderliness,and the hexagonal
tormof theircells exactly fillingup space about a point [110]. It is later shown
that (a) a circle is greater than any regular polygon of equal contour; (b) a
sphere is greaterthan any of the fiveregularsolids with equal area. The sixth
book is mostly astronomical [111], dealing with treatises studied as an introduction to the great Almagestof PTOLEMY. There are, however,propositionsof
mathematical interest including some related to EUCLID'S Optics [76]. The
seventh book, On the Treasuryof Analysis, is historicallythe most important
of all the books, since it gives an account of a collectionof treatiseswhich,after
the Elements of EUCLID, provided the body of doctrine necessary for the professionalmathematicianto know if he was to be regardedas fullyequipped for
the solution of problemsarising in geometry.Of the 12 works listed seven are
by APOLLONIUS and threeby EUCLID.
THEON [llla] of Alexandria, a fourth century author of an edition of
Euclid's Elements, and a commentator on works of EUCLID and PTOLEMY, is a
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CLUS, more of a philosopherthan a mathematician,placed the historianunder
great obligation by his commentaryon the firstbook of EUCLID's elements,
which is one of our main sources of informationon the historyof elementary
geometry. [313].
In the early part of the sixth centuryJOHN PHILOPONUS of Alexandriawrote
the earliest extant Greek treatiseon the Astrolabe [l llb], which played an important role in the historyof astronomyand of a mathematical projection.
Alexandria was razed by the Arabs in the seventh century.Contraryto the
imaginingsof some writers,no library of importance was then destroyed,or
even in existence there [112].
For the period of historywhich we have so far been considering,it is to be
noted that, in the case of the Babylonians and Egyptians, the actual source
material writtentwo to fourthousand years ago is available forstudy. On the
otherhand, in the case of the Greeks practicallynot a single source manuscript
is dated earlier than a thousand years after the writerflourished.In spite of
this great handicap, scholars feel that some reliable complete or partial original
texts of works of such writersas EUCLID, ARCHIMEDES, and APOLLONIus are

nowavailable [3131.

C. HINDU 1113-1161,
ARABIC, PERSIAN MATHEMATICS 600 to 1200

With PAPPUS creative Greek mathematicians came to an end, and very
soon all the great traditions of Greek learning had died out; then followed
nearly a thousand years in which slight additions to the sum of mathematical
knowledgewere made in Europe. Significantcontributionscame fromIndia and
the Arabs.
In this period the Arabian Empire stretchedfromIndia to Spain, Bagdad
and Cordova being the centersforthe reigningcaliphs [117]. In extraordinary
fashion Arabs at Bagdad developed profound interest in translated Greek
mathematicaland astronomicalworks,and also in similar Hindu material. The
ninthand tenthcenturiesmay be regardedas the golden age of Arabian mathematicians [118], to whom the world owes a great debt forpreserving,and thus
making possible the transmissionto Europe, of classics in Greek mathematics
otherwiselost. A vast fieldforfurtherinvestigationin this connectionawaits the
attentionof scholars.
The formulaforthe area of an inscribedquadrilateral,similarin formto that
fora triangle,ascribed to ARCHIMEDES,was firstgiven in the early part of the
seventh century by an outstanding Hindu mathematician, named BRAHMAGUPTA [120], but it was not recognizedas true fora cyclic figureonly. If a, b,
and
(a+b+c+d),
c, and d are the lengthsof the sides of the quadrilateral, s
m and n are the lengthsof the diagonals, the area is equal to V\[(s-a)(s-b)
and n= V[(ac+bd)(ad+bc)
m= V[(ab+cd)(ac+bd)/(ad+bc)],
(s-c)(s-d)],
/(ab+cd)]. These formulaewere considered with a view to determiningquadrilateralswhose sides, diagonals, and areas were all rational quantities. In particular BRAHMAGUPTAgave the rule: If a2+b2 = c2 and a2 +12 = y2, then the
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quadrilateral (ay, c,B,by, coa)is cyclic,the area is rational, and its rational diagonals are at rightangles. BHASKARA pointed out that similarlyrational is such
an inscribedquadrilateral, if a pair of adjacent sides are interchanged;he also
indicated how to determinethe length of the thirddiagonal, no longerorthogonal to the other diagonal of the new quadrilateral. BRAHMAGUPTA also noted,
in terms of any three rational numbers,the formulaefor the lengths of sides
of an oblique trianglewhose altitudes and areas are rational [121].
We have already seen that the PYTHAGOREANS were led to solutions of the
equations x2- 2y2= +1, in getting approximationsto V2. BRAHMAGUPTA and
BHASKARA [120, 122] (of the twelfthcentury) gave the method for findingremarkable particular solutions of the equations x2-Ay2 =1, A =8, 61, 67, and
92; and the latter found general solutions [123]. BRAHMAGUPTA'S rules lead, in
effect,to the generalsolutionof ax+by = c, a, b, c integers,and a and b relatively
prime, as x= ? (cq-bt), y= ? (-cp+at), where t is zero or any integer,and
p/q is (in modern phraseology) the second last convergentof a/b, expressed
as a continued fraction.These are the most importantdevelopmentsin Hindu
mathematicsof this period.
Let us now outline the originof our common numerals [124]. So far as we
know the largest numberof our numeral formswere firstused in India [125].
The 1, 4, and 6 are foundin inscriptionsof the thirdcenturyB.C.; the 2, 4, 6, 7,
and 9 appear in anotherinscriptionabout a centurylater; and the 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
and 9 in caves of the firstand second centuriesof our era, all in formswhichhave
a considerableresemblanceto our own.
The firstdefiniteexternal referenceto Hindu numerals is in a note by a
bishop who lived in Mesopotamia about 650 A.D. Early in the ninth century
the numeralsbecame known to Arabic scholars. Indeed, one of the most prominent of these, MOHAMMED IBN MasA AL-KHowARIZMI [126] (that is, of Khow&rizmi,now Khiva, in Russian Turkestan) worked at Bagdad, and wrote a
treatise on Hindu numerationand arithmetic,which became known to Europeans through a twelfthcentury Latin translation. The earliest undoubted
occurrenceof zero in India [127] was in an inscriptionof 876, in connection
withthe numbers50 and 270. But it was used muchearlier,indeed by HYPSICLES
(-180) and later Greek astronomers,fromwhom Hindus probably borrowed
the sign. A somewhat similarsign is also in astronomicalrecordsof the Mayas
of Central America [128], which may date back to the beginningof our era;
they had a vigesimal systemwith the principleof local value. About -400 the
Babylonians possessed both the principleof relative local value, and a zero symbol which was used systematicallyin astronomicaltexts and computations. In
Europe the complete system of numerals with the zero was derived fromthe
Arabs in the twelfthcentury.
We have referredto the astronomerand mathematician AL-KHoWARIZMf
(the firstof several mathematiciansoften referredto by their place of birth).
He wrotea workon algebra with the title 'bisab algabr walmukabalah," which
has been translated "the science of reduction and cancellation." The Arabic
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word forreduction,"algabr," thus became our word algebra. The English word
algorismis simplya corruptionofAL-KHOWARIZMI,
as in the Latinized titleform
Algoritmidi numeroindorum,of AL-KHOWARIZMV's arithmetic.The algebra contained sections on geometry,quadratic equations solved geometrically [129],
and problems of inheritance. But most of AL-KHOWARIZMt'S
work was in astronomy,and among 100 of his tables in this fieldare tables of sines and cotangents [130], the formerdoubtless indicating Hindu influence.For already
in the fifthcenturyGreek trigonometry
operatingwith chords was transformed
by the Hindus into considerationof haJf-chords
or sines. Thus we there have a
table [131] of 3438 sin A, where the radius =3438.
From the timeof the PYTHAGOREANS, constructionsof elementarygeometry
wereimaginedas carriedthroughwitha rulerand compasses withvariable opening. A prominentArabian mathematician of the tenth century,ABtO'L WEFA
[132], lectured on geometricconstructionswith a ruler and compasses with a
fixedopening [133 ]. It was not until centurieslater that it was recognizedthat
therewas no real limitationhere,since it was shown by PONCELET and later by
STEINER, in the early part of the nineteenthcentury,that if a single circle and
its centerare once drawnin a plane, everyconstructionwithrulerand compasses
can be carried throughwith ruler alone.
AB1'L
WEFA contributed notably to the development of trigonometry.
Already in his time all six of the trigonometricfunctionswere in use, and he
employed our formulaeforversed sine, forthe tangent and cotangent in terms
of sine and cosine, and forthe sin of an angle in termsof the sine and cosine of
the halfangle. PTOLEMY'S table of sines foreach 2? was extended by him to each
and he made a similar table for tangents. He found the value of sin 30'
4?,
correctto the equivalent of eight places of decimals [134], but his great contributionswere in sphericaltrigonometrywhere he firstused our formulaefora
rightsphericaltriangleand also our law of sines formulaforan oblique spherical
triangle.
In concludingthe period underconsiderationwe should make briefreference
to a remarkable work of the Persian mathematician,astronomer,poet, OMAR
KHAYYAM (that is, OMAR the Tentmaker) [135], known to the western world
as the author of the Rubaiyat [136]. He wrotea treatiseon algebra in whichhis
geometrictreatmentofsystematicallyclassifiedcubic equations is central [137].
He obtains a root as the abscissa of a point of intersectionof a conic and a circle,
or of two conics. Various formsof cubic equations are considered;negative roots
are rejected, and not all positive roots are discovered. While we have already
noted the solution of cubic equations by MENAECHMUS and ARCHIMEDES it is

to be remarked that here the point of view is different;the problem is: How
can, we solve cubic equations with numerical coefficients?Another notable
achievement of OMAR was his correctionof the calendar by the introduction
of cycles of 33 years. This calendar was more accurate than the one we use today.
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ment of trigonometrywe append to the treatmentof this period some remarks
on contributionsof two men of later date. The firstis NASIR ED-DIN AL-TASS
[138], exceptionallyable astronomer,mathematicianand politician at Bagdad
in the thirteenthcentury. Displaying remarkable scientificthoroughness,and
power to integrateand extend earlier discoveries, he wrote the firstcomplete
plane and spherical trigonometryindependentof any astronomicalapplication
[139]. In his discussionthe theoremof MENELAUS is basic. All six trigonometric
functionsare used, and necessary formulaefor solving right,and all cases of
at the
oblique, sphericaltrianglesare given.Such was the status of trigonometry
close of the thirteenthcentury.A recentlydiscoveredfourteenthcenturyArabic
commentaryby NASIR ED-DIN suggests that it contains the firstpart of OMAR
KHAYYAM'S discussion of difficulties
of EUCLID [140]. This part treats material
similarto introductorypropositionsin the noneuclidean geometryof SACCHERI,
hundredsof years later.
The second supplementaryname is that of ULUGH BEG [141], a fifteenth
century Persian prince and astronomer,who compiled extraordinarytables of
sines and tangentsforevery minuteand correctto the equivalent of eight or ten
places of decimals [142 ]. In calculating the sine table he was led approximately
to solve the cubic equation of the angle-trisectionproblem [143]: given sin 30,
to findsin 10.
D. EUROPEAN MATHEMATICS 1200 TO 1600

During the period 500 to 1200 the student went to the teacher in the monastery and heard his lectures. But in the thirteenthcentury universitiescommenced to spring up at such places as Bologna, Padua, Naples, Paris, Oxford
and Cambridge. Scribes making copies of treatises were thus kept busily employed by the universities.By the middle of the fifteenth
century,however,their
productswere being sold as books are today. But such methodsof disseminating
knowledge were crude when compared with that of the distributionof the
printed work. The publication of these with movable type commenced about
1450. More than two hundredmathematicalworkswere printed,in Italy alone,
before1500; but this numberwas increased to 1527 in the next century.
During three and a half of the fourcenturiesnow under considerationItaly
made the chiefcontributionsto mathematics,and by far the most outstanding
mathematician was one who flourishedat the beginning of this period, LEONARDO of Pisa [144], oftencalled FIBONACCI, that is, son of BONACCIO. During
early life he travelled extensively about the Mediterranean, visiting Egypt,
Syria, Greece, Sicily, and southernFrance, and knowledgethus gleaned regarding arithmeticsystems used by merchantsof differentcountrieswas the basis
of a notable work,entitledLiber Abaci [145], which he wrote in 1202. This is a
storehouse fromwhich for centuries authors got material for works on arithmetic and algebra. The Hindu-Arabic system of numerals was here strongly
advocated and illustrated,and the work did much to introduceit into Europe.
LEONARDO discussed problems in arithmeticprocesses, barter, alligation, false
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position,square and cube roots. It is in this work that we findthe problem: "7
old women went to Rome; each woman had 7 mules; each mule carried 7 sacks;
each sack contained 7 loaves; and with each loaf were 7 knives; each knifewas
put up in 7 sheaths. What is the sum total of all named?" It was this problem
which gave the clue to the interpretationof a problem in the RHIND papyrus
2800 years earlier, "In each of 7 houses are 7 cats, each cat kills 7 mice, each
mouse would have eaten 7 ears ofspelt, and each ear ofspelt will produce 7 hekat
of grain; how much grain is therebysaved?" The modern conundrumstarting
out: "As I was going up to St. Ives I met a man with 7 wives, each wifehad 7
sacks," etc., furtherillustrates the perpetuation of this number succession
throughthe centuries.An interestingchapter on similar perpetuationof other
problemshas been written [146].
In Liber Abaci is also the following:How many pairs of rabbits can be produced froma single pair in a year if it is supposed: (a) that every month each
pair begets a new pair which fromthe second month on becomes productive;
and (b) that deaths do not occur? In this way we are led to the famousrecurrent
FIBONACCI series: 1,1, 2,3,5, 8, 13,21,***, in which each termafterthe second
is the sum ofthe two preceding [147].
Among many other thingsthe work contains also a proofof the well-known
algebraic identityexpressingthe product of the sums of two squares as the sum
of two squares: (a2+b2) (c2+d2) = (ac+bd)2+ (ad - bc)2 = (ac - bd)2+ (ad+bc)2.
LEONARDOwrote two other importantworks: Liber Quadratorum[148] in
1220 and Practica Geometriaein 1225. The firstof these is a brilliantlywritten,
original,and able work on indeterminateanalysis, stamping the author as the
outstanding mathematician in the field fromthe time of DIOPHANTUS to the
time of FERMAT over 400 years later. The great Practica Geometriaebrings togethera vast amount of material in geometryand trigonometry,and it would
seem as if some works of the ancients now lost had been still available to
LEONARDO. In particular this seems to have been true of EUCLID'S work on the
Division of Figures [72].
LEONARDO'S great reputationled to a sortof mathematicaltournamentwhen
JOHN of Palermo presentedthreeproblemswhichLEONARDO solved. The second
of these was to findthe solution of the equation x3+2x2+JOx = 20, the value
forwhich,given withoutdiscussionin his Flos, correctto 10 places of decimals,
has excited much wonder.Various surmiseshave been made as to his method of
arrivingat this result evidentlybased on Arabic methods [149].
Since we have already referredto NASIR ED-DIN [138 ] in the latterpart of the
thirteenthcentury,and ULUGH BEG [1411 in the fifteenth
century,we shall skip
over the period of about 250 otherwise barren years and come to a German
named JOHANN MttLLER, born near K6nigsberg, Lower Franconia, and as a
result known in the historyof mathematicsas REGIOMONTANUS [1501. He was
the most influentialand best-knownGerman mathematician of the fifteenth
century. We shall simply note that his work on trigonometry,writtenabout
1464, but posthumouslypublished in 1533, was the firstEuropean systematic
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exposition of plane and spherical trigonometry;the only functionshere introduced are sines and cosines [151]. The work had great influencein establishing
as a science independentof astronomy.The period of REGIOMONtrigonometry
TANUS is also that of the Italian, LUCA PACIOLI, as well as that in which two
mathematical works were printed, namely the first dated arithmetic [152]
(Treviso, 1478), an anonymous commercial work, and the first edition of
EUCLID'S Elements,a Latin translationby CAMPANUS (Venice, Ratdolt, 1482)
[153]. PACIOLI [154] published two notable works,the first,usually referredto
as Suma (Venice, 1494), a great mathematicalcompilationdrawn almost wholly
froma varietyof sources,and containingthe firstaccount of double-entrybookkeeping [155]; the second, De divina proportione(Venice, 1509), of special
interestfromthe geometricalpoint of view, since the "divine proportion"here
discussed was called "golden section" in the nineteenthcentury.
In the sixteenthcenturythe chief Italian achievement was the solution of
equations of the thirdand fourthdegrees. The facts with regard to the general
solution of the cubic equation seem to be as follows:
SCIPIONE DEL FERRO, a professorofmathematicsat theUniversityofBologna,
solved the equation x3+mx=n in 1515, impartingthe result to his pupil ANTONIO FIOR, withoutpublication.About 1535 NICOLO of Brescia who stammered
badly because of an injuryreceived as a child, and was thereforecalled TARTAGLIA, the stammerer,discovered the solution of the cubic x'+px2 = n as well as
that of FERRO'S form.In a public contest provoked by FIOR who had been suspicious of TARTAGLIA'S achievements,TARTAGLIA triumphedcompletely [156].
Under a pledge of secrecy TARTAGLIAconfidedhis method of solution to GIROLAMO CARDANO [157], a genius of great ability and the foremostItalian mathematician of his time,who taught mathematicsand practised medicinein Milan.
By far the most notable of the numerousworks which CARDANO wrote was his
Ars Magna published at Nurnberg,Germany,in 1545. This was the firstgreat
Latin treatise devoted solely to algebra. It was here that TARTAGLIAS general
solutionof the cubic equation was firstpublished withoutTARTAGLIA'S consent.
Here, too, appeared the firstsolution of the general biquadratic equation [158];
this had been foundby FERRARI, a pupil of CARDANO.
Already at this time the astronomerswere feelingthe need of trigonometric
tables. After twelve years of incessant labor with computers, two works of
extraordinarymerit,and of value even to the presentday, were finallyprepared
by RHETICUS

or GEORG JOACHIM of Rhaetia, but not published until (1596,

1613) afterhis death (1576). One of the works was a ten-place table, with differences,of all six of the trigonometricfunctions,at interval 10U; the otherwas
a fifteen-placetable of natural sines, to every ten seconds of arc, with first,second, and thirddifferences[159]. RHETICUS was the first:(i) to definetrigonometricfunctionsin connectionwith the ratios of sides of a righttriangle; (ii) to
employ the semiquadrantal arrangementof trigonometrictables. His table of
secants was also the firsttable of the kind. RHETICUS was the leading mathematical astronomerin Teutonic countriesin the sixteenthcentury.From 1539This content downloaded from 146.186.253.206 on Mon, 21 Sep 2015 13:01:18 UTC
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1542 he was a disciple of the Polish astronomerCOPERNICUS [160] who after
thirty-sixyears of labor had completed his great workDe RevolutionibusOrbium
Coelestium[161] whose publicationin 1543 was due to importunitiesof Rheticus,
like the Principia of NEWTON because of HALLEY. The COPERNICAN Theory
thus formulatedhad a great effecton thought of the time. We have seen that
it had been put forwardby ARISTARCHUS about 1800 years earlier. A very influentialsixteenth century English mathematician, ROBERT RECORDE [162],
was one of the firstto bringthe COPERNICAN systemto the attentionof English
readers.
The most influentialof all the mathematicians in the Netherlands in the
sixteenthcenturywas SIMONSTEVIN [163], famed in his time forhis contributions to statics and hydrostatics.But he published the firstcompound interest
tables [164] (1582), and in a tiny publication of 1585 he was the firstto give a
systematicexplanation of decimal fractions.Here also he advocated the decimal
division of the degree [164].
And finallywe come to the greatest of all French mathematicians of the
sixteenthcentury,FRANrQ0IS
VIETA [165], a lawyer and Royal Commissioner
who devoted most of his leisure to mathematics. His collected mathematical
works forma considerable volume. He contributedextensivelyto the development of algebra and trigonometry[166]. He was among the firstto employ letters to representnumbersin algebra, using vowels forthe unknowns,and consonants forthe knowns. He found the formulaforcos n4 in termsof cos c for
any natural number n and wrote it down forvalues of n up to n =9; made an
advance towards proving that a polynomial of the nth degree is made up of n
linear factors;showed how to increase,decrease, multiply,or divide the roots of
the equation f(x) =0, by k; gave the earliest evaluation of r as an infiniteproduct [167]; applied algebra to geometryin such a way as to lay a foundationfor
analytic trigonometry;indicated powers more simplythan his predecessorshad
done, usingA quadratumor A quad for the square of the unknown,A cubumor
A cubforits cube, A quad quad forits fourthpower,and so on; and showedclearly
the relationbetween the problemsof the trisectionof an angle and the solution
of a cubic equation [65, 143].
In concluding our notes on mathematical developments during the 4700
years endingwith the sixteenthcentury,we may draw attentionto the fact that
the firstwork on mathematics printedin the New World appeared at Mexico
City in 1556, within64 years of the discovery of America. It was the Sumnario
Compendiosoby JUANDIEZ [168], and contained (a) tables intended to assist
merchantsin buyinggold and silver,(b) an arithmeticsuited to needs of apprentices in counting-houses,and (c) a fewpages of algebraic problems,chieflyrelating to quadratic equations.
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